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1 Introduction

The first fixed point approximation method is Picard’s iteration method
introduced by Banach [3] in 1920 in his famous result Banach contraction
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principle. After that many researchers worked in this direction and intro-
duced different fixed point approximation methods for different types of
mappings. The study convergence of fixed point approximation method
in CAT(κ) space is very active research area in present era. Hussain et
al. [10] introduced the new fixed point approximation method known as
k-iteration method which is faster than Picard S-iteration [9] for contrac-
tion mapping in Banach space. Since Picard S-iteration is faster than
Picard [3], Mann [14], Ishikawa [11], Noor [15], SP [17], S-iteration [2],
Abbas [1], Normal S-iteration [19], therefore k-iteration is faster than
all those iteration methods. The strong and weak convergence results
have been proved by Hussain et al. [10] for Sujuki’s generalized nonex-
pansive mapping in uniformly convex Banach space. Then Ullah et al.
[21] studied the strong and ∆−convergence results for Sujuki’s general-
ized nonexpansive mapping, which is not nonexpansive, in the setting of
CAT(0) space. They compared the fastness of the k-iteration method
with the S-iteration method and three step Picard S-iteration method.

On the other hand, Sahu [18] introduced the generalization of the
class of Lipschitzian mappings which is a class of nearly Lipschitzian
mappings. Goebel et al. [8] introduced the generalization of nonex-
pansive mappings which is a class of asymptotically nonexpansive map-
pings. It is well known that Every asymptotically nonexpansive map-
ping is a nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. The concept of
∆−convergence is introduced by Lim [13] in metric space. Kirk et al.
[12] extend the concept of ∆−convergence in CAT(0) space.

In this paper, we prove the strong convergence and ∆−convergence
results for nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in the setting
of CAT(κ) space for κ > 0 via the modified k-iteration method. The
results in this paper generalize the corresponding results of Hussain et
al. [10] and Ullah et al. [21].

2 Basic Definitions and Results

Suppose that (Y, d) is metric space. The geodesic path joining t to u
where t, u ∈ Y is function c : [0, 1] ⊂ R → Y such that c(0) = t, c(l) = u
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and d(c(e1), c(e2)) = |e1 − e2| ∀e1, e2 ∈ [0, l]. An image α of c is known
as a geodesic segment joining t and u. This geodesic is denoted by [t, u],
when it is unique. A space (Y, d) is called a unique geodesic if there
exists exactly one geodesic joining t and u for each t, u ∈ Y .

Suppose thatMκ represents two-dimensional, simply connected com-
plete spaces whose curvature κ, where κ is considered as constant. We
define the diameter of Mκ(κ ≥ 0) by Dκ = ∞ for κ = 0 and Dκ = π√

κ

for κ > 0. The ball in Y whose radius less than Dκ/2 is convex ( [4]).
The geodesic triangle △(t, u, v) in (Y, d) has three points t, u, v in Y and
has three geodesic segments between each pair of vertices. For △(t, u, v)
in Y satisfying

d(t, u) + d(u, v) + d(v, t) < 2Dκ,

there are points t′, u′, v′ ∈ Mκ such that d(t, u) = dκ(t
′, u′), d(u′, v′) =

dκ(u
′, v′) and d(v, t) = dκ(v

′, t′) where dκ is the metric of Mκ. The trian-
gle having three vertices t′, u′, v′ ∈ Mκ is known as comparison triangle
of △(t, u, v). The geodesic triangle △(t, u, v) in Y with d(t, u)+d(u, v)+
d(v, t) < 2Dκ satisfy the CAT(κ) inequality if, for any p1, p2 ∈ △(t, u, v)
and for their comparison points p′1, p

′
2 ∈ △(t′, u′, v′), d(p1, p2) ≤ dκ(p

′
1, p

′
2).

Definition 2.1. [16] Suppose that (Y, d) is geodesic space and ρ ∈ (0, 2].
Then Y is called ρ−convex for ρ, if

d2(v, αt⊕ (1− α)u) ≤ αd2(v, t) + (1− α)d2(v, u)− ρ

2
α(1− α)d2(t, u)

for all t, u, v ∈ Y.

The geodesic space (Y, d) is a CAT(0) space iff (Y, d) is ρ-convex for
ρ = 2.

Definition 2.2. The metric space (Y, d) is called CAT(κ) space iff

1. Y is a geodesic space and all of its geodesic triangles satisfy the
CAT(κ) inequality (for κ ≤ 0);

2. Y is Dκ-geodesic, geodesic triangle △(t, u, v) in Y with d(t, u) +
d(u, v)+ d(v, t) < 2Dκ satisfies the CAT(κ) inequality (for κ > 0).
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Remark 2.3. In CAT(0) space (Y, d) if t, u, v ∈ Y , then CAT(0) in-
equality implies

d2
(
t,
u⊕ v

2

)
≤ 1

2
d2(t, u) +

1

2
d2(t, v)− 1

4
d2(u, v) (CN)

which is known as (CN) inequality defined by Bruhat et al. [5]. Dhom-
pongsa et al. [6] generalized (CN) inequality which is known as (CN*)
inequality:

d2(t, δv⊕ (1− δ)u) ≤ δd2(t, v)+(1− δ)d2(t, u)− δ(1− δ)d2(v, u) (CN*)

for all δ ∈ [0, 1] and t, u, v ∈ Y .

Suppose that Y is geodesic space, then there is equivalency among
following statements:

(a) Y satisfies the (CN) inequality;

(b) Y satisfies the (CN*) inequality;

(c) Y is a CAT(0) space.

Suppose that (Y, d) is CAT(κ) space and sequence {ym} is bounded
in Y . For y ∈ Y ,

r(y, {ym}) = lim
m→∞

sup d(y, ym).

Asymptotic radius r({ym}) of {ym} is given by

r({ym}) = inf{r(y, {ym}) : y ∈ Y }.

Asymptotic center A({ym}) of {ym} is given by

A({ym}) = {y ∈ Y : r({ym}) = r(y, {ym})}.

Remark 2.4. [7] Suppose that (Y, d) is CAT(κ) space whose diam(Y ) =
π

2
√
κ

and sequence {ym} is bounded in Y . Then A({ym}) consists of

exactly one point.
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Definition 2.5. Suppose that (Y, d) is metric space and D is nonempty
subset of Y . The mapping S : D → D is said to nonexpansive mapping,
if d(St1, St2) ≤ d(t1, t2) for all t2, t2 ∈ D.

Definition 2.6. [13] The sequence {ym} in Y is called ∆-converge to
y ∈ Y if y is the unique asymptotic center of {um} for every sub-sequence
{um} of {ym}. Denote ∆-limm→∞ ym = y, where y is known as the ∆-
limit of {ym}.

Sahu [18] introduced the nearly Lipschitzian mappings which is gen-
eralization of Lipschitzian mapping.

Definition 2.7. Suppose that (Y, d) is metric space and D is nonempty
subset of Y . The sequence {sm} ⊂ [0,∞) with limm→∞ sm = 0 is
fixed. The mapping S : D → D is called nearly Lipschitzian with
respect to {sm} if ∀ m ≥ 1, there is a constant km ≥ 0 such that
d(Smt1, S

mt2) ≤ km(d(t1, t2) + sm ∀t1, t2 ∈ D.

The infimum of the constants km is represented by η(Sm) and known
as nearly Lipschitz constant and

η(Sm) = sup
{d(Smt1, S

mt2)

d(t1, t2) + sm
: t1, t2 ∈ D, t1 ̸= t2

}
.

If S is nearly Lipschitzian mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)} and
if

1. η(Sm) ≥ 1 ∀ m ≥ 1 and limm→∞ η(Sm) = 1, then S is called
nearly asymptotically nonexpansive;

2. η(Sm) = 1 ∀ m ≥ 1, then S is called nearly nonexpansive;

3. η(Sm) ≤ k for all m ≥ 1, then S is called nearly uniformly k-
Lipschitzian.

Suppose that F (S) = {x ∈ D : Sx = x} represents the set of fixed
points of mapping S.

Definition 2.8. Suppose that (Y, d) is metric space and D is nonempty
subset of Y . The mapping S : D → D is called to satisfy condition (I)
if there is nondecreasing mapping f : [0,∞) → [0,∞) with f(0) = 0 and
f(τ) > 0 ∀ τ ∈ (0,∞) such that d(t, St) ≥ f(d(t, F (S))) for all t ∈ D.
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Definition 2.9. Suppose that (Y, d) is metric space and D is nonempty
subset of Y and S : D → D a mapping. A sequence {ym} in D is called
AFPS (approximating fixed point sequence) for S if limm→∞ d(ym, Sym) =
0.

Now, we present some important results of CAT(κ), κ > 0, space
which we use in sequel.

Lemma 2.10. [20] Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex

subset of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√
κ

, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then S has a fixed point.

Lemma 2.11. [20] Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex

subset of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√
κ

, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. If the sequence {zm} is AFPS
for the mapping S with ∆− limm→∞ zm = x, then x ∈ D and x = Sx.

Lemma 2.12. [6] Suppose that (Y, d) is complete CAT(κ) space whose

diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√
κ

, κ > 0 for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2). Assume that {zm} is bounded

sequence in Y such that A({zm}) = {z} and {wm} is sub-sequence of
{zm} such that A({wm}) = {w} and the sequence {d(zm, w)} converges.
Then z = w.

Theorem 2.13. [4] Suppose that (Y, d) is complete CAT(κ) space whose

diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√
κ

, κ > 0 for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2). Then

d((1− β)t⊕ βu, v) ≤ (1− β)d(t, v) + βd(u, v)

∀ t, u, v ∈ Y and β ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma 2.14. Suppose that {um}∞m=1, {vm}∞m=1 and {wm}∞m=1 are se-
quences of non-negative numbers satisfying the inequality

um+1 ≤ (1 + vm)um + wm, ∀m ≥ 1

and
∑∞

m=1 vm < ∞,
∑∞

m=1wm < ∞, then limm→∞ um exists.
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3 Main Results

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex subset
of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0 for

ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly asymp-
totically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Suppose that
t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by modified k-
iteration defined as

vm = (1− αm)tm ⊕ αmSmtm

um = Sm
[
(1− βm)Smtm ⊕ βmSmvm

]
tm+1 = Smum (1)

where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satisfying the conditions
∑∞

m=1 tm ≤
∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m) − 1) ≤ ∞. Then sequence {tm} generated by (1)
∆−converges to a fixed point of the nearly asymptotically nonexpansive
mapping S.

Proof. It is clear that F (S) ̸= ∅, from Lemma 2.10. So let p ∈ F (S).
From Lemma 2.13, (1) and mapping S is nearly asymptotically nonex-
pansive,

d(vm, p) = d((1− αm)tm ⊕ αmSmtm, p)

≤ (1− αm)d(tm, p) + αmd(Smtm, p)

≤ (1− αm)d(tm, p) + αmη(Sm)(d(tm, p) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)((1− αm)d(tm, p) + αmd(tm, p) + αmsm)

= η(Sm)(d(tm, p) + αmsm). (2)
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By (1), (2) and Lemma 2.13,

d(um, p) = d(Sm((1− βm)Smtm ⊕ βmSmvm), p)

≤ η(Sm)(d((1− βm)Smtm ⊕ βmSmvm), p) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)((1− βm)d(Smtm, p) + βmd(Smvm, p) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)(d(tm, p) + sm) + βmη(Sm)d(vm, p)

+sm) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)(d(tm, p) + sm) + βmη(Sm)(η(Sm)d(tm, p)

+αmsm + sm) + sm) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)2(d(tn, p) + sm) + βmη(Sm)2d(tm, p)

+(1 + αm)βmsmη(Sm) + sm)

= η(Sm)3d(tm, p) + smη(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)2

+(1 + αm)βmη(Sm) + 1) (3)

By (1), (3) and Lemma 2.13,

d(tm+1, p) = d(Smum, p)

≤ η(Sm)(d(um, p) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)(η(Sm)3d(tm, p) + smη(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)2

+(1 + αm)βmη(Sm) + 1) + sm)

≤ η(Sm)4d(tm, p) + smη(Sm)((1− βm)η(Sm)3

+(1 + αm)βmη(Sm)2

+η(Sm) + 1)

= (1 +Am)d(tm, p) +Bm

where Am = η(Sm)4 − 1 and Bm = smη(Sm)((1 − βm)η(Sm)3 + (1 +
αm)βmη(Sm)2 + η(Sm) + 1). Since

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m)−
1) < ∞. Thus

∑∞
m=1Am < ∞,

∑∞
m=1Bm < ∞. From Lemma 2.14,

limm→∞ d(tm, p) exists.
Next, we will prove limn→∞ d(Stm, tm) = 0. Since {tm} is bounded,
there is ρ > 0 such that {tm}, {um}, {vm} ⊂ Bρ(p) ∀m ≥ 1 and ρ < δκ

2 .
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Using (2.1) and (1),

d2(vm, p) = d2((1− αm)tm + αmSmtm, p)

≤ (1− αm)d2(tm, p) + αmd2(Smtm, p)− ρ

2
αm

(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)

≤ (1− αm)d2(tm, p) + αm(η(Sm)(d(tm, p) + sm))

−ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)

= η(Sm)2(1− αm)d2(tm, p) + αmη(Sm)2(d2(tm, p) + s2m)

+2smd(tm, p))− ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)

= η(Sm)2d2(tm, p) + smA− ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)

where A = η(Sm)2(sm + 2d(tm, p)) > 0.

d2(vm, p) ≤ η(Sm)2d2(tm, p) + smA− ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)

which implies that

ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm) ≤ −d2(vm, p) + η(Sm)2d2(tm, p) + smA.

Then ρ
2αm(1 − αm)d2(tm, Smtm) < ∞, because

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and∑∞

m=1 η(S
m)2 < ∞.

Since lim infm→∞ αm(1− αm) > 0, therefore

lim
m→∞

d(Smtm, tm) = 0. (4)

d2(um, p) = d2(Sm((1− βm)tm + βmSmvm, p))

≤ η(Sm)2(d((1− βm)tm + βmSmvm, p) + sm)2

= η(Sm)2(d2((1− βm)tm + βmSmvm, p) + smB)
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where B = sm + 2d((1− βm)tm + βmSmvm, p) > 0

d2(um, p) ≤ η(Sm)2((1− βm)d2(Smtm, p) + βmd2(Smvm, p)

−ρ

2
(1− βm)βmd2(Smtm, Smvm) + smB)

≤ η(Sm)2((1− βm)d2(Smtm, p) + βm(η(Sm)2d2(tm, p) + smA

−ρ

2
αm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm))− ρ

2
(1− βm)

βmd2(Smtm, Smvm) + smB)
≤ η(Sm)4d2(Smtm, p) + sm(βmAη(Sm)2 + B)

−ρ

2
βmαm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)η(Sm)2 − ρ

2
η(Sm)2βm

(1− βm)d2(Smtm, Smvm)

≤ η(Sm)4(η(Sm)2(d(tm, p) + sm)) + sm(βmAη(Sm)2 + B)

−ρ

2
βmαm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)η(Sm)2 − ρ

2
η(Sm)2βm

(1− βm)d2(Smtm, Smvm)

≤ η(Sn)6d(tm, p) + smC + sm(βmAη(Sm)2 + B)

−ρ

2
βmαm(1− αm)d2(xm, Smtm)η(Sm)2 − ρ

2
η(Sm)2βm

(1− βm)d2(Smtm, Smvm)

where C = (sm + d(tm, p))η(Sm)6 + βmA+ η(Sm)2 + B > 0. Now,

ρ

2
η(Sm)2βm(1− βm)d2(Smtm, Smvm) ≤ −d(um, p) + η(Sm)6d(tm, p)

+smC + sm(βmAη(Sm)2 + B)

−ρ

2
βmαm(1− αm)d2(tm, Smtm)η(Sm)2

Since
∑∞

m=1 sm < ∞,
∑∞

m=1 η(S
m) < ∞,

ρ

2
η(Sm)2βm(1− βm)d2(Smtm, Smvm) < ∞

Since βm(1− βm) > 0 and limm→∞ η(Sm)2 = 0,

lim
m→∞

d2(Smtm, Smvm) = 0. (5)
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From (4) and (5),

d(Smvm, tm) ≤ d(Smvm, Smtm) + d(Smtm, tm)

→ 0 as m → ∞. (6)

Now, from (1), (4) and (6),

d(tm, um) ≤ d(tm, Smtm) + d(Smtm, um)

= d(tm, Smtm) + d(Smtm, Sm((1− βm)Smtm + βmSmvm))

≤ d(tm, Smtm) + η(Sm)(d(tm, Sm((1− βm)Smtm + βmSmvm) + sm)

≤ d(tm, Smtm) + η(Sm)((1− βm)d(tm, Smtm) + βmd(Smvm, tm) + sm)

→ 0 as m → ∞. (7)

From (4) and (7),

d(tm, tm+1) = d(tm, Smum)

≤ d(tm, Smtm) + d(Smtm, Smum)

≤ d(tm, Smtm) + η(Sm)(d(tm, um) + sm)

→ 0 as m → ∞. (8)

From (4) and (8),

d(tm, Stm) ≤ d(tm, tm+1) + d(tm+1, S
m+1tm+1) + d(Sm+1xm+1, S

m+1tm)

+d(Sm+1tm, Smtm)

≤ d(tm, tm+1) + d(tm+1, S
m+1tm+1) + η(Sm+1)(d(tm+1, tm)

+sm) + d(Sm+1tm, Smtm)

≤ (η(Sm+1))d(tm, tm+1) + d(tm+1, S
m+1tm+1) + η(Sm+1)sm

+d(Sm+1tm, Smtm)

→ 0 as m → ∞.

Assume that Wu(tm) = ∪A({wm}) that is Wu(tm) is union which is
taken for all sub-sequences {wm} of {tm}. Now we will prove that
Wu(tm) ⊆ F (S) and Wu(tm) will consist only one element. Assume
that w ∈ Wu(tm), then there is a subsequence {am} of {wm} such
that limm→∞ am = a ∈ D. From Lemma 2.11 and (9), a ∈ F (S).
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Since limm→∞ d(tm, a) exists, and from Lemma 2.12, a = w. there-
fore uu(tm) ⊆ F (S). Next, we will prove that {tm} ∆−converges to
an element of F (S). For proving this, we will prove uu(tm) consists of
only one element. Assume that {um} be sub-sequence in {tm} such
that A({um}) = {u}. Also assume that A({tm}) = {x}. Since u ∈
uu(tm) ⊆ F (S), thus limm→∞ d(tm, a) exists and uu(tm) = {x}. Thus
{tm} ∆−converges to an element of F (S). Therefore our theorem is
proved. □

The following result can be obtained by Theorem 3.1 directly.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satis-
fying the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm ≤ ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m) − 1) ≤ ∞. Then
sequence {tm} ∆−converges to fixed point of nearly asymptotically non-
expansive mapping S.

The next results shows the strong convergence result for modified
k-iteration method in CAT(κ) space.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satisfy-
ing the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m)− 1) < ∞. Assume
that Sr is semi compact for some r ∈ N. Then sequence {tm} strongly
converges to fixed point of nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping
S.

Proof. We have limm→∞ d(tm, Stm) = 0 from Theorem 3.1. Due to
uniform continuity of S, we have

d(tm, Srtm) ≤ d(tm, Stm) + d(S1tm, S2tm) + · · ·+ d(Sr−1tm, Srtm)

→ 0 as m → ∞. (9)
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Therefore {tm} is AFPS for Sr. The semi compactness of Sr implies
that there is subsequence {tmi} of {tm} with limi→∞ tmi = t, where
t ∈ D. Since D is uniform continuous, therefore

d(t, St) ≤ d(St, Stmi) + d(Stmi , tmi) + d(tmi , t)

→ 0 as m → ∞. (10)

which shows that p ∈ F (S). The limm→∞ d(tm, t) exists from Theorem
3.1. Therefore sequence {tm} converges strongly to fixed point t of S.
Therefore our theorem is proved. □

The following result can be obtained by Theorem 3.3 directly.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satisfy-
ing the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m)− 1) < ∞. Assume
that Sr is semi compact for some r ∈ N. Then sequence {tm} strongly
converges to fixed point of nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping
S.

Next, we will prove strong convergence theorems for k-iteration method
using Condition (I). Before that we will prove the following Theorem
which we use in sequel.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satis-
fying the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m) − 1) < ∞. As-
sume that S satisfies condition (I). Then sequence {tm} strongly con-
verges to fixed point of nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping S
iff limm→∞ inf d(tm, F (S)) = 0.
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Proof. Assume that sequence {tm} converges to fixed point of mapping
S, then it is clear that limm→∞ inf d(tm, F (S)) = 0. Now assume that
limm→∞ inf d(tm, F (S)) = 0, then we have to prove that the sequence
{tm} converges to fixed point of mapping S. Using Theorem 3.1, we
have

d(tm+1, t) ≤ d(tm, t) t ∈ F (S).

Therefore

d(tm+1, F (S)) ≤ d(tm, F (S)),

which shows that limm→∞ d(tm+1, F (S)) exists. By assumption,
limm→∞ inf d(tm, F (S)) = 0, therefore limm→∞ d(tm+1, F (S)) = 0.Next,
we will prove that {tm} is Cauchy sequence in D. Assume that ϵ > 0
is arbitrary. We have limm→∞ d(tm+1, F (S)) = 0, therefore there is m0

for all m ≥ m0 with

d(tm, F (S)) <
ϵ

4
.

Thus inf{d(tm0 , t) : t ∈ F (S)} < ϵ
4 , therefore there is t∗ ∈ F (S) such

that

d(tm0 , t
∗) <

ϵ

2
.

For m, p ≥ m0, we have

d(tm+p, tm) ≤ d(tm+p, t
∗) + d(tm, t∗)

< 2d(tm0 , t
∗)

< ϵ.

This shows that {tm} is Cauchy sequence inD of complete CAT(κ) space
Y , therefore {tm} will converge inD. Assume that limm→∞ tm = y. Then
by Theorem 3.1, limm→∞ d(tm, Stm) = 0 and uniform continuity of S,
we have

d(y, Sy) ≤ d(y, tm) + d(tm, Stm) + d(Stm, TSy)

→ 0 as m → ∞.

Thus y ∈ F (S). Therefore our theorem is proved. □
The following result can be obtained by Theorem 3.6 directly.
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Theorem 3.6. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satis-
fying the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m) − 1) < ∞. As-
sume that S satisfies condition (I). Then sequence {tm} strongly con-
verges to fixed point of nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping S
iff limm→∞ inf d(tm, F (S)) = 0.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satisfy-
ing the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m)− 1) < ∞. Assume
that S satisfies condition (I). Then sequence {tm} strongly converges to
a fixed point of the nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping S.

Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, we have limm→∞ d(tm, Stm) = 0 and
limm→∞ d(tm, F (S)) exists. The Condition (I) yields

lim
m→∞

g(d(tm, F (S))) ≤ lim
m→∞

d(tm, Stm) = 0

that is, limm→∞ g(d(tm, F (S))) = 0. The function g is nondecreasing
with g(τ) > 0, τ ∈ (0,∞) and g(0) = 0. Thus we have

lim
m→∞

d(tm, F (S)) = 0.

Therefore the theorem is proved by Theorem 3.3. □
The following result can be obtained by Theorem 3.7 directly.

Theorem 3.8. Suppose that D is nonempty, closed and convex sub-
set of complete CAT(κ) space (Y, d) whose diam(Y ) = π/2−ϵ√

κ
, κ > 0

for ϵ ∈ (0, π/2) and S : D → D is uniformly continuous and nearly
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asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with sequence {sm, η(Sm)}. Sup-
pose that t0 ∈ D is arbitrary and the sequence {tm} is generated by
modified k-iteration in (1), where {αm}, {βm} are two sequences satisfy-
ing the conditions

∑∞
m=1 sm < ∞ and

∑∞
m=1(η(S

m)− 1) < ∞. Assume
that S satisfies condition (I). Then sequence {tm} strongly converges to
fixed point of nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping S.

4 Conclusion

Our Theorems improve and extend the corresponding results in the fol-
lowing ways:

1. Hussain et al. [10] proved the strong and weak convergence results
for Suzuki’s generalized nonexpansive mapping in uniformly con-
vex Banach space, whereas we prove the strong and ∆−convergence
results for nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping in CAT(κ)
space.

2. Ullah et al. [21] proved the strong and ∆−convergence results
for Suzuki’s generalized nonexpansive mapping in CAT(0) space,
whereas we prove the strong and ∆−convergence results for nearly
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping in CAT(κ) space.
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